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Preface
The main mathematical disciplines that have been used in theoretical computer
science are discrete mathematics (especially, graph theory and ordered structures),
logics (mostly proof theory for all kinds of logics, classical, intuitionistic, modal etc.)
and category theory (cartesian closed categories, topoi etc.). General Topology has
also been used for instance in denotational semantics, with relations to ordered
structures in particular.
Recently, ideas and notions from mainstream “geometric” topology and algebraic
topology have entered the scene in Concurrency Theory and Distributed Systems
Theory (some of them based on older ideas). They have been applied in particular
to problems dealing with coordination of multi-processor and distributed systems.
Among those are techniques borrowed from algebraic and geometric topology: Sim-
plicial techniques have led to new theoretical bounds for coordination problems.
Higher dimensional automata have been modelled as cubical sets with a partial or-
der reﬂecting the time ﬂows, and their homotopy properties allow to reason about
a system’s global behaviour.
This volume is devoted to the Proceedings of three workshops on the subject,
“Geometric and Topological Methods in Concurrency Theory” (GETCO) held in
2004, 2005 and 2006. These workshops aim at bringing together researchers from
both the mathematical (geometry, topology, algebraic topology etc.) and computer
scientiﬁc side (concurrency theorists, semanticians, researchers in distributed sys-
tems etc.) with an active interest in these or related developments.
The ﬁrst workshop on the subject “Geometric and Topological Methods in
Concurrency Theory” was held in Aalborg, Denmark, in June 1999. Then came
GETCO’00 in Penn State University, USA, GETCO’01 in Aalborg, Denmark, all
associated with CONCUR. GETCO’02 was associated with DISC’02 in Toulouse,
and GETCO’03 was held jointly with CMCIM’03, associated with CONCUR in
Marseille.
The papers in this volume are grouped according to the workshop in which they
were delivered. Here are some brief comments about each workshop in turn.
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GETCO 2004
The GETCO’04 workshop is associated with DISC, in Amsterdam. The papers
presented at this workshop are
• “Context for Models of Concurrency” by Peter Bubenik,
• “Stability of Multi-Valued Continuous Consensus” by Lior Davidovitch, Shlomi
Dolev and Sergio Rajsbaum,
• “A Framework for Component Categories” by Emmanuel Haucourt,
• “The Complexity of Early Deciding Set Agreement: How can Topology Help?”
by Rachid Guerraoui and Bastian Pochon, and
• “An Axiomatic Approach to Computing the Connectivity of Synchronous and
Asynchronous Systems” by Maurice Herlihy, Sergio Rajsbaum and Mark Tuttle.
GETCO 2005
The GETCO’05 workshop was associated with CONCUR in San Francisco. The
papers presented at this workshop are
• “T-homotopy and Renement of Observation (I): Introduction” by Philippe Gaucher,
and
• “Comparing Topological Models for Concurrency” by Emmanuel Haucourt.
I wish to thank the organizers of CONCUR 2005, Martin Abadi and Luca de Alfaro,
for their cooperation regarding this workshop.
GETCO 2006
The GETCO’06 workshop was held independently in Bonn. The papers pre-
sented at this workshop are
• “A Fibration Category of Local Pospaces” by Thomas Kahl,
• “Criteria for Homotopic Maps to be So Along Monotone Homotopies” by Sanjeevi
Krishnan,
• “Topological Properties of Event Structures” by Luigi Santocanale, and
• “Sheaves and Geometric Logic and Applications to Modular Verication of Com-
plex Systems” by Viorica Sofronie-Stokkermans.
I wish to thank the referees, the authors, and the programme committee mem-
bers for all of the workshops for their very precise and timely work. All of the
workshops were ﬁnancially supported by BRICS (Aarhus, Denmark), which we
thank very warmly.
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